In standard quantum mechanics (QM), a state vector |ψ may belong to infinitely many different orthogonal bases, as soon as the dimension N of the Hilbert space is at least three. On the other hand, a complete physical observable A (with no degeneracy left) is associated with a N -dimensional orthogonal basis of eigenvectors. In an idealized case, measuring A again and again will give repeatedly the same result, with the same eigenvalue. Let us call this repeatable result a modality µ, and the corresponding eigenstate |ψ . A question is then: does |ψ give a complete description of µ ?
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

From historical debates to experiments, and back.
In their famous article published in 1935 [1] , Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) gave arguments to conclude that quantum mechanics (QM) is incomplete. This triggered a quick reaction by Niels Bohr [2] , with the opposite conclusion that QM is complete. Almost 30 years later, John Bell demonstrated inequalities [3] , deduced from local hidden variable theories (LHVT) that were proposed as an attempt to complete QM, following EPR's ideas. But 50 years later, in 2015, the so-called "loopholefree" experimental tests of Bell's inequalities confirmed the QM predictions, and thereby invalidated LHVT [4] .
It can thus be concluded that the attempt to complete QM "from below" by using LHVT (also called local realism, embedded in Bell's hypotheses) is a failure, and standard QM has won. So the question appears to be settled on the experimental side, but it is not on the conceptual side : the ultimate meaning of a quantum measurement, as well as the physical and mathematical status of the quantum formalism, are still matter of debates [5] .
In particular, according to some views on QM, the "wave function" used to describe a quantum system can get entangled with everything, including the measurement apparatus, the "observer", and the complete universe. This entangling explosion contradicts the most basic experimental facts (ie, that one measurement gives one result !), but in the current formalism it is prevented only by common sense, embedded either in experimental evidence, or in suitable approximations, showing that measurements do happen [7] . For clarity, it would obviously be useful that "single valued" measurements results appear generically in the formalism, without giving up all the useful part of the QM predictive power.
In this article we want to take a few steps back, and argue that the quantum formalism is incomplete indeed, and therefore must be completed. However, this completion should not be done "from below" like in the failed LVHT attempt, but "from above", by noticing that the "quantum state of a system" does not belong to the (quantum) system alone, but to the system embedded in a (classical) context, representing generically the measurement apparatus and its surroundings 2 . We note that "classical context" does not mean that the measurement apparatus is not made with (quantum) atoms; it rather means that classical macroscopic properties, such as the orientation of a polarizer, must be themselves included as observables whenever needed.
In order to reach that point, it may be useful to take a critical look at certain statements, ordinarily accepted in QM, but which may constitute obstacles to a further completion of the theory. Obviously we don't want to get rid of all QM, which has met huge success, but rather to complete it, as said above. We will argue below that an appropriate tool for doing that is the algebraic formulation of QM [6] , which is unfortunately ignored by most physicists, as we will also discuss later. Here are the statements, with a brief sketch of the replacement : -a (pure) quantum state of the system is represented by a vector in an Hilbert space, and any possible (complete) measurement is associated with an orthogonal and normalized basis in this Hilbert space. The vector state can be expressed in any of these bases using unitary transformations, this is called unitary equivalence of representations (with the meaning of : arbitrary choice of a basis in the Hilbert space) → to be dismissed : in general, representations are not unitarily equivalent.
-all states associated with a vector in the Hilbert space are pure states, ie they are "complete" in a Bohrian sense → to be dismissed : in general, a vector state is not pure; mathematically this is the case only if the considered representation (in an algebraic sense) is irreducible.
-the only operators (observables) commuting with all other operators (observables) in the Hilbert space are scalar mutiple of the identity → to be dismissed : in general, there exist non-trivial operators commuting with all other operators in the relevant algebra.
-during any quantum measurement there is an "infinite regression" leading to generalized (macroscopic) entanglement → to be dismissed : this "infinite regression" is simply wrong because the infinite limit does not produce a pure vector state.
A possible way forward.
Our working hypothesis is that modifying these statements will give more flexibility to the formalism, and remove the separation between vector states (or projectors) and density matrices (convex sums of projectors). It will also become possible to define non-trivial observables commuting with all other observables, and thus exhibiting a "classical" character, within the same formalism. As a further consequence, this may provide the appropriate mathematical framework to remove all the hazardous extrapolations about universal entanglement (or wave functions), and to unify quantum and classical descriptions, notwithstanding the fact that they will be operating at different (physical and mathematical) levels.
Then the question is whether it is possible to dismiss the above statements when they are inappropriate, but also to keep them when they are appropriate. Actually this is quite possible, and it has already been done by using the algebraic formulation of QM [6] , but why is it ignored by most physicists ? This may be due to the combination of mathematical difficulties, unfriendly presentations, and to a "benefit over effort" ratio perceived as low. The consequence is an endless repetition of the same questions or problems, that are basically due to the use of inappropriate mathematical tools.
Let us emphasize that completing QM in this way makes sense only if the goal is clear : we are NOT speaking about one more "collapse interpretation", or about the "driven emergence of a single result", within one or many worlds. What we look for is a complete probabilistic formalism, like the usual one, but from which meaningless extrapolations have been consistently removed, and replaced by proper mathematical limits and realistic predictions about experimental results. This can in principle be done by careful manipulations of the usual formalism [7] ; but there are many traps and possible misleading extrapolations, so our main target is to consistently remove them. As we will show, the algebraic formalism appears well suited for this purpose.
II. THE NEW POINT OF VIEW.
Completing the quantum formalism: why to do it.
The leading idea of our approach is to complete the quantum formalism by combining together classical and quantum observables. As said before, this is in opposition with the idea that classical physics should "emerge" from quantum physics: both of them appear to be needed from the beginning. This is as well in opposition with the idea that there should exist some classical-looking "hidden variables", lying below the quantum observables, and giving more details about them. Many variants of either the "emergence" or the "hidden variables" ideas have been pursued and are still debated with no end in sight, so it is worth trying something else. We will thus start again from the idea of an "isolated system", which has been central to the whole construction of physics.
An isolated system is a sub-entity of the natural world, that can be given some definite physical properties : position, mass, velocity, angular momentum. . . for particlelike subsystems; but it may also carry amplitude, phase, frequency. . . for wave-like subsystems. The goal of physics is to identify such systems, to define their properties from both the physical and mathematical points of view, and to predict their evolution and interactions. It is taken for granted that these systems are isolated well enough to carry such properties, but it is important to note -though it is not usually emphasized -that they are immersed into a broader physical world, allowing measurements to be carried out, results to be registered, etc.
Our basic postulate is that this immersion into a broader physical world is essentially the same in classical and quantum physics, and that the fundamental difference between the classical and quantum situations is how an isolated system should be described and managed. So "completing" classical or quantum physics should be taken with a grain of salt : actually, they must complete each other, since one without the other becomes inconsistent. For instance, classical physics alone would predict that matter is unstable, and quantum physics alone would predict that the physical world looks like a fuzzy cloud of possibilities -both predictions are clearly wrong from obvious empirical evidence.
So how to avoid such wrong tracks ? As said above, isolated systems are always immersed into a broader physical world, allowing measurements to be carried out, results to be registered, etc. As it is empirically obvious, those parts of the physical world which satisfy requirements as operational measurement and detection tools, can be described within the realm of classical physics, that is needed to design and realize any apparatus, storage device, computer. . . This is the case even for a quantum computer, that cannot make any sense if it is not surrounded by classical tools and methods to initialize it, control it, and read it out. So the core of a quantum computer is actually a good example of what an "isolated quantum system" should be: certainly not the broader physical world itself, but a suitable sub-entity, that can be accurately characterized and manipulated.
Classical and quantum isolated systems.
Let us look now at an isolated system: classically, this is a little piece of the broader physical world, like a brick within a construction. With some idealization, the (classical) properties of the brick can be completely defined, and if the positions of all bricks are known, as well as their interactions through some cement, the construction -i.e. a larger system made of bricks -is completely defined also. In quantum physics such a naive reductionist picture completely fails. Think for instance about the qubits within a quantum computer: specifying the separate properties of all of them will certainly not define the quantum state of the computer.
This quantum impossibility to define the global state from the states of the parts is usually attributed to quantum entanglement, and to quantum randomness, but this is not the whole story. One must also take into account that if the "state" is completely defined (i.e. pure), then repeating the same measurement on the same system will give the same result: no randomness shows up there.
With a little bit more thinking it becomes obvious that in quantum mechanics the "state" of the system can be perfectly well defined, i.e. it can be made reproducible and predictable with certainty, but that this requires to include in this "state" some relevant properties of the broader physical world around the system, that we will generically call the context. In order to distinguish such a reproducible set of properties from the usual "quantum state of the system", we will call it a modality.
It is then clear that two different types of properties are available at the context level to specify a modality: those specifying a macroscopic property of the context (e.g. the orientation u of the Stern-Gerlach magnet), and those specifying the result obtained within this context (e.g. + or − /2). The different values (u, ±) are well defined at the context level, no "super context" is needed to define them better, and Wigner's friends will definitely not enter into superposition states. This is why we say that the immersion into the broader physical world is essentially the same in classical and quantum physics.
Summarizing, significant differences appear between the classical and quantum situations : -in classical physics, an isolated system "owns" its physical properties, and the context can be ignored: though it is certainly there, its role remains accessory.
-in quantum physics the modalities (u, +) and (u', +) are obviously different since u and u' are different, but u and u' are context's (and not system's) observables. In addition, u and u' cannot be realized simultaneously within a given context, this would be counterfactual. As said above, it is not satisfactory either to say that the system carries the value of u as a hidden variable, because u cannot be recovered given the system alone (and there are many more impossibility theorems, including Bell's).
III. AN EXPLICIT FORMULATION.
Completing the quantum formalism: how to do it.
In order to go further, let us note that in the usual formalism, the observables are operators within a noncommutative algebra {A i }, where A i is a N × N matrix if there are N mutually exclusive modalities in a given context. The indices {i} can be seen as a generic notation for all the context parameters specifying the operator A i . Without loss of generality, one can assume that A i is non degenerate, i.e. equivalent to a complete set of commuting observables (CSCO). One gets thus a set of orthogonal projectors {Q i,j=1...N } on the eigenstates of A i , and the projectors {Q i,j } specify a quantum state |ψ i,j , associated with some eigenvalue a i,j of A i .
Let us now forget about this standard approach, and follow the previous ideas. Then our new starting point is an extended commutative algebra {Q i,j ⊗ P i }, where P i is an (infinite dimensional) projector on a value (i) of the context parameters, which are defined at the classical level. All the operators {Q i,j ⊗ P i } commute, and correspond to a classical level of description where there are N mutually exclusive modalities in each context. The extended algebra {Q i,j ⊗ P i } allows us to be "factual" (as opposed to counterfactual) at the context level, since all observables commute and are classically defined. In each context a measurement gives one among N mutually exclusive results, like tossing a coin (N = 2) or a dice (N = 6). One can thus consider the commutative algebra {Q i,j ⊗ P i } as the fundamental mathematical object, imposed by empirical evidence as the complete way to formulate QM, by specifying both the system's and the context's observables in order to define a modality.
Using the algebraic terminology, each value of (i) corresponds to a (continuous) superselection sector, that can be justified in two different ways:
-the naive way is to tell that by construction the different contexts correspond to different macroscopic realities, and thus they cannot go into superposition states. The superselection sectors are then constructed "by fiat", and associated with the different (i) and P i . However, this is just imposing the desired result onto the formalism.
-the less naive way is to consider that though the {i} and {P i } may include just a few parameters entering into the definition of the relevant context, a quantity like a polarizer's orientation involves a macroscopic object with myriads of atoms moving in a cohesive way, and coupled to various quantum fields. The corresponding algebra does not fit in the usual type I in the Murray-Von Neumann classification [15] , because the projectors P i are operating in a space with non-countably infinite dimension; then superselection sectors appear as a generic mathematical property [16] . From this point of view, the superselection is not made by fiat, but is mathematically imposed by the algebraic formalism, considered as a suitable description of the physical nature of the context. The {P i } themselves correspond to so-called "macroscopic observables" within this framework [16] .
Admitting now that the extended commutative algebra {Q i,j ⊗ P i } is the fundamental mathematical object to completely describe a system within a context, the next question is : since we need to recover the usual practice of QM, is it possible to "forget" about the P i , and bring back all the Q i,j in the same N × N Hilbert space ?
Going back into the Hilbert space.
To answer this question, we have to postulate two basic physical rules, that have been introduced and discussed in details in previous articles [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] : quantization: for a given system within a given context, the maximum number N of mutually exclusive results (defined as modalities) is a property of the system, and it is the same in any relevant context. This value of N is also the dimension of the matrices {A i } or {Q i,j } introduced above, which gets now a clear meaning.
extracontextuality: modalities belonging to different contexts may be connected with certainty, and this transfer of certainty defines an equivalence class between modalities, called extravalence [12] . This extravalence, obvious from empirical evidence, is a crucial piece of the construction, because it defines a connection between contexts, which appears when N ≥ 3. It also pinpoints an essential property of QM, not properly taken into account by the usual terminology on contextuality.
Then it is demonstrated in [14] that given an initial modality and context, obtaining another modality in another context follows a probabilistic law, with a probability which keeps the same value as long as the initial and final extravalence classes remain the same. This result suggests to associate a mathematical object to an extravalence class, and the projectors {Q i,j } perfectly fit that need ! Then it appears that all the hypotheses of Gleason's theorem are fulfilled, so Born's rule follows [14] .
It has been shown also in other articles [11, 12] that complex numbers must be used, and that all representations (or bases) within the resulting N × N (matrices) Hilbert space are unitarily equivalent; this is just the probabilistic framework of usual quantum mechanics (QM), with N finite or countably infinite. Describing the system using a single N × N Hilbert space is therefore a mathematical construction, induced from the empirical observations of quantization in N mutually exclusive modalities in each context, and from the extravalence link between modalities of different contexts. In summary:
-the extended commutative algebra {Q i,j ⊗ P i } is not type I as said above, because the projectors P i are operating in a space with non-countable infinite dimension. Crucially, this space is "sectorized", as it is usual in nontype I algebras [16] . Physically this corresponds to the fact that a unique context is defined at a time.
-on the other hand, the observables A i = j a i,j Q i,j for the system are acting in a separable Hilbert space with either finite or countably infinite dimension (type I). The projectors Q i,j correspond to extravalence classes of modalities. The operators {A i } for i = i ′ don't commute within that Hilbert space, and formally this is just usual QM, though it is dressed in a quite different way.
3. Looking again at the "cut" between system and context.
From the above it also becomes clear that the so-called "cut" between the system (A i ) and the context (P i ) is moveable, but must fulfill well-defined conditions: 1. it is not possible to mix up different choices for the cut within the same physical analysis: the definition of A i 's and P i 's must be agreed upon a priori.
2. there is only one cut, because the P i are acting in an unbounded space. Adding or removing part of this space amounts to redefining the dimension N of the system, and then the cut must be moved in agreement with the previous rule.
3. there is no restriction on the size of the system, but it must always be embedded in a context, in agreement with the two previous rules. Correspondingly, there is always a context "at the infinity edge".
The cut is therefore associated with the notion of isolated system as advertized before, but a quantum isolated system differs fundamentally from a classical one, because its physical properties (modalities) are quantized in a given context; therefore it is impossible to ignore this context, as it would be the case in classical physics. Let us emphasize again that we impose the commutation of the global observables {A i ⊗ P i } or {Q i,j ⊗ P i } on the basis of physical arguments, and obtain the quantum formalism as a result. It is also possible to follow the opposite way, by starting from the usual quantum formalism, building a dynamical model of the system-context interactions, and making suitable approximations. Then it can be shown [7] that "the pointer observables behave as if they commuted with any observable of the algebra; however, this holds only in the final states (i.e., when the measurement is fully completed)". This shows the consistency between the present approach, starting from general physical principles and implementing them within the algebraic formalism, and from a more dynamical approach, starting from usual QM and making suitable approximations. We note that in both cases, the underlying physical ideas are the same: there is only one "factual state" of the macroscopic world, and the "quantum state" (or modality) of a subsystem belongs jointly to a (quantum) system and a (classical) context.
IV.
CAVEATS AND BENEFITS.
Incompatibilities with other approaches.
To summarize, our claim is that the combination of (i) the physical (ontological) framework given by contexts, systems and modalities (CSM), and (ii) the mathematical framework given by the algebraic quantum formalism, provides a consistent account of how QM is currently working. Obviously not everybody is using CSM or C * algebras, so does our claim make any sense ?
On the CSM side, the proposed ontology is quite compatible with usual textbook quantum mechanics, but it clashes with some other interpretations, endowed with either strong ontologies (e.g. Everett-DeWitt many worlds, or de Broglie-Bohm), or no ontology at all (e.g. qbism).
On the algebraic side, AQFT has been criticized for not being able to recover perturbative results based on renormalization, obtained within the standard model. The situation is still evolving [16, 17] , but here we are more concerned in low-energy QM, and with issues related with the measurement problem or quantum non-locality. Here the algebraic framework works quite satisfactorily, and it eliminates unjustified extrapolations of textbook QM, that were already rejected by Von Neumann [18] , but are unfortunately still flying around. It can be said that textbook quantum mechanics is not universal, because it is using a quite restricted mathematical framework; but by extending it in a quite reasonable (algebraic) way, many of these erroneous extrapolations simply disappear.
Removal of the "infinite regression" .
For instance, there is no more "infinite regression" leading to generalized macroscopic entanglement, because mathematically the infinite limit does not produce a pure vector state, but a statistical mixture (i.e. the relevant representation is reducible). Let us emphasize that the issue here is not to have a physically infinite number of particles, but to assert that to describe appropriately the limit of a macroscopically large number of particles in a measurement context, it is required to be consistent with a mathematically infinite number of particles. This is why an "infinite regression" obtained from the usual type I formalism is simply meaningless. As a reminder, all the above statements make sense within a probabilistic interpretation of the QM formalism : the physical ontology belongs to the contexts, systems and modalities, and the quantum formalism as described above is a method to calculate probabilities, taking into account the rules of quantization and extracontextuality.
Removal of the "ambiguity of mixtures".
Our approach removes also the "ambiguity in the decomposition of a mixed state into pure states" [7] . If a vector state is defined in the global space, it will automatically involve statistical mixtures of modalities corresponding to different sectors, unless the representation is irreducible and the state is pure. But there is no ambiguity in such vector states (pure or mixed), since all relevant context parameters are specified in each sector; irrelevant parameters do not matter by construction. So the ambiguity appears only when this statistical distribution is imported back in the N × N Hilbert space, removing thus the context observables (see III.2). From this restricted space there are many ways to reconstruct a mixture for non-pure states, it is even possible to reconstruct pure states by adding an entangled ancilla, as it is done in standard purification procedures. This is one more evidence that limiting the description to a N × N Hilbert space is a convenient mathematical construction, but not a complete description of the real modalities. Similarly, the question of the "preferred basis choice" in a quantum measurement is readily solved by considering that most of the context parameters (e.g. the polarizer orientation...) cannot be modified by the interaction Hamiltonian describing the measurement. Actually, given an initial modality, it is convenient to consider that the operators {A i } evolve deterministically and unitarily in the Heisenberg picture, either due to internal interactions, or due to external deterministic control; this corresponds again to a "quantum computer" evolution. If this evolution is well controlled, and as long as no new measurement is made, it will always be possible to determine a context where the result of the measurement can be predicted with certainty: this is what the Heisenberg evolution is telling us, while the modality remains the initial one. This smooth evolution stops if a new measurement is performed in a context with incompatible modalities, then Born's rule and sectorization apply, and the process is re-initialized in the new context with a new set of macroscopic observables {P i }.
Summarizing, a measurement requires that the quantum system is no more isolated, but coupled to the external world; therefore one has to temporarily jump out from the type I formalism, and come back once the measurement is completed in a new context. Gleason's theorem shows that Born's law has basically a geometrical origin, given the empirically imposed constraints of quantization and extracontextuality [14] . The projection postulate is a very convenient recipe to summarize this complicated process, but it has no ontological implication, i.e. there is no physical "reduction of the wave packet".
Reconsideration of Bell's inequalities.
Another noteworthy remark is that by completing QM in this more general framework, Bell's inequalities cannot be written any more, because they involve a counterfactual mix up of different classical contexts. In a more explicit way, let us consider a standard Bell-CHSH situation [4] , with two entangled particles a and b, and measurements of A 1 or A 2 for a, B 1 or B 2 for b. One has [A i , B j ] = 0 for i, j = 1, 2, and in order to get a violation of Bell's inequalities both commutators [A 1 , A 2 ] and [B 1 , B 2 ] must be nonzero [19] . In a more general way, both algebras {A i } and {B j } must be non-commutative.
But if one consider the extended algebras for a and b, one has for instance A 1 ⊗ P 1 = A 1 0 0 0 , and A 2 ⊗ P 2 = 0 0 0 A 2 , which are commutative and sectorized, and there is no more violation in the extended algebra. In some sense, one can say that the violation of Bell-CHSH inequalities is never "measured", but inferred assuming that the statistics are determined by the properties of the system (the entangled pair) in a context-free way. This idea comes essentially from classical physics, where the system owns context-free properties; this is why only local and classical realism is tested by Bell's inequalities. Obviously the contextual objectivity [8] (or quantum realism) used by CSM [9] leads to a completely different point of view, not constrained by Bell's inequalities.
Other issues and conclusion.
Generally speaking, physical theories consist essentially of two elements, a kinematical structure describing the states and observables of the system, and a dynamical rule describing the change of these states and observables with time. In the present article we focussed on the kinematical part, including Born's law, but it is also needed to specify the dynamical law governing the change with time of the observables or states. This allows a system-specific description of the measurements, including e.g. the calculation of decoherence times and similar quantities. More work within our approach is needed in that direction, but it is already known from various other methods [6, 7] that the idealized asymptotic states, outside the measurement periods, do match the kinematical pure states considered here.
Does this approach change anything to the way QM is currently used ? Not much as far as practical questions are concerned, but recurrent foundational issues like the "measurement problem" or "spooky influences at a distance" are simply removed. The algebraic formalism is also suitable for connecting usual QM to quantum field theory [15] [16] [17] . In more general settings involving gravity, there is no problem in considering that the space-time metric is defined at the classical (context) level, as it is the case in standard general relativity.
Any hint about quantum gravity ? A possible way to go beyond classical general relativity would be to look for a "suitably isolated quantum gravitational system", but it is not clear whether such a notion may even be defined, because now the "isolated system" would have to include the space-time metric itself. Quantization and extracontextuality make sense for any standard measurable physical quantity, but it is unclear also how they might be applied to the metric itself. Our very tentative conclusion is that full (non-linear) quantum gravity matters only at Planck's scale, where all physical interactions have little to do with our low-energy experience.
So is it required to learn about CSM and C * algebras ? The answer is that it depends on your interests. In practice, it is quite possible to do quantum physics without worrying about the measurement problem or spooky actions at a distance; but in case you do worry, have a look at the above, it may help you with such concerns. Then it should be emphasized that both physics and mathematics are needed, with quite separate roles: either mixing them up, or considering one without the other, will very likely bring you back to some well-known dead ends.
